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cambridge a60 service manual

Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage. Looking for other
manual For this no need registration. May be help you to repair. You could suffer a fatal electrical
shock. Instead, contact your nearest service center. Note! To open downloaded files you need
acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition, Also some files are djvu so you need djvu
viewer to open them. These free programs can be found on this page needed progs If you use opera
you have to disable opera turbo function to download file. If you cannot download this file, try it with
CHROME or FIREFOX browser. Translate this page Relevant AUDIO forum topics Meghajto szij
meretek marka, tipus szerint Udv. Rengeteg meghajto szij belt merete marka es tipus szerint. Az
anyag vegen a jelolesek ertelmezese. Fel is toltottem Guest Ismeretlen szovjet autoradio.ismeri
valaki mar igen A17 Sziasztok! Nem biztos, hogy jo helyen nyitottam a topikot, mert velhetoen nem
egy csucshifi a keszulekem. Errol a radiorol szeretnek informalodni. Tudjae valaki, hogy pontosan mi
ez nev, becenev, tipus.Elore is koszonok minden informaciot!!! Bekapcsolhato, de a radion levo
gombokra nem reagal. A kormanyrol valthato allomas, de visszajelzes akkor sincs. Mi lehet a
problema. Ugyan nem annyira gyatra a masina, hogy torzitonak neveznem, de azert nem HiFi, nem
tudtam jobban mashova besorolni. Kezelesit leltem eddig a neten persze abban ez nem tema, ez
ugyan reklam kep, de 100ra azonosak. Minden segito szandekotfaradozast igen koszonve kivanok
szep estet! K. Similar manuals You can write in English language into the forum not only in
Hungarian. By submitting a comment, you are declaring that you agree with these rules Although
the administrator will attempt to moderate comments, it is impossible for every comment to have
been moderated at any given time. You acknowledge that all comments express the views and
opinions of the original author and not those of the
administrator.http://www.de-gree.ru/userfiles/escala-evaluacion-desarrollo-psicomotor-manual.xml

cambridge a60 service manual, a r cambridge a60 service manual, cambridge a60
service manual, cambridge a60 service manual pdf, cambridge a60 service manual
download, cambridge a60 service manual free, cambridge a60 service manual online.

You agree not to post any material which is knowingly false, obscene, hateful, threatening, harassing
or invasive of a persons privacy. The administrator has the right to edit, move or remove any
comment for any reason and without notice. Failure to comply with these rules may result in being
banned from further commenting. It is presented in a highly attractive but appealingly restrained
cabinet that will continue to please for years to come. This equipment is genuinely in a class of its
own. The cartridge may be optimally matched by the addition of a switchable loading module and, in
the case of a low output moving coil cartridge, the internally fitted MC 60 preamplifier board. A
switchable high frequency filter is fitted to reduce the noise from scratches on old records and
stereo FM noise on tuners. All input sockets have high quality silver plated contacts for minimum
noise. Although the speaker sockets are wired directly to the amplifier outputs to obtain the best
possible sound quality, switched outputs are also fitted enabling the speakers to be cut out when
headphones are plugged in. Maximum power is typically 40 watts per channel into 8 ohm speakers.
Electronic protection in the power output stages safeguards against any incorrect loads or short
circuits. All files are provided under strict licence and reproduction without prior permission or for
financial gain is strictly prohibited. If you have additional documentation please consider donating a
copy to our free archive. The sound is surefooted and solid, very easy to listen to with open detail in
abundance, with more than enough power. Good quality leads are a must, please please dont rely on
the cheaper Leads from eBay and the like. I recently pitted the a60 against another amplifier of mine
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costing 2k, and you know what,, theres hardly any
difference.http://www.olympicwroclaw.pl/zdjecia/fck/canadian-military-training-manual.xml

Reviewed Mar 03rd, 2017 by will1967 Just a brilliant amp i love it, it has that 70s sound and the
phono stage is great, I had to replace the volume pot to an Alps and the sound got even better
Reviewed Jun 27th, 2015 by aries58skynet Still a gem from the British hifi School. Warm and smooth
but, at the same time, open detailed and bright without being fatiguing at all. One can think it cut
the corners but it, for sure, does not cut details. It is simply natural in the most effective way. The
3D soundstage is impressive. Any kind of music is kindly whispered in your ears with its involving
silky nature. One could listen to the music forever, happily and never get tired. Comments I have the
module, but not the switch settings. The additional loads are 100ohm, 30ohm 10ohm 100nF and a
user programmable one. Good luck and happy listening. J I will upload. Julian Now has a scratchy
volume pot so need to replasce it. Any suggstions where I can purchase one To purchase A60 spares
or accessories, please contact the company via their website or visit an authorised retailer. Share it
Was this file useful. Share Your thoughts with the other users. User ratings and reviews for this file
Date User Rating Comment Average rating for this file 0.00 from 0 votes Similar Service Manuals
CAMBRIDGE hfe cambridge audio azur 640c service CAMBRIDGE
cambridgeaudiosonataar30sonatadr30 CAMBRIDGE cambridgeaudiosonataar30sonatadr30
CAMBRIDGE cambridge audio azur 640p azur 540p CAMBRIDGE hfe cambridge audio azur 540c
640c multi lang CAMBRIDGE hfe cambridge audio azur 640c v2 service CAMBRIDGE Cambridge
Audio AZUR 340A SvcMnls . Anyway, a while ago the amp just died and we got it repaired Im
guessing it was the fuses being blown. But they did not quite fix it, as now there is another issue the
right output makes the speakers sound like they have been turned up too loud and distorted.

Im not sure how to really describe it properly, but the closest sound I can come up with is this
Someone has turned their speakers up too loud and theyve blown and now sound distorted
continuously at any volume. It is a problem with the AMP right output not the speakers. The
speakers sound fine when connected to the left output, but when switched to the right the above
symptoms happen. Im hoping its something obvious that you guys will recognise straight away
because I dont have much experience with this kind of thing at all! Thanks I had to build a Crimson
Elektrik kit still working a year or two later to better it.I did have a look inside and test a few things
but, yeah, Im not that experienced. I am currently studying electronic engineering at uni but not that
far into it yet and I dont want to break it. The people who repaired it said they dont know much
about these Amps but will try and have a go for us it wasnt a proper repair service, just a we will try
our best, so we cant really complain. They got it half working. Thanks for the reply!Firstly if you dont
know each output right and left has two plugs each, red and black. I noticed if I hold the red plug
from the right output the dodgy one onto the red plug from the left output or just plug it into the left
while keeping both black plugs in the correct sides. The right speak sounds perfect. So this means it
is the red output that is causing the issue or something connected to it within the amp. Does that
narrow it down to anything you guys might be able to pick out. I can actually use both speakers fine
if I do this having both black plugs in the correct place but having both red plugs running out of the
same working output would this causing any potential issues Thanks!

You have simply connected both speakers in parallel on the one still working channel and yes, It
could work OK if mono is acceptable and and you dont use it as loud as it can play, since the load is
twice as much on the remaining amplifier. It is gamble though, with no accurate detail as to what is
actually wrong, we can only guess. Note that stereo sound is from 2 different sources and now you
only have half the information both channels from the preamp should be mixed to mono before
connection to the amplifier or you will soon be annoyed with halfstereo rather than mono sound.
Music will be missing some instruments, tonal range and the sound generally weak. You should be
looking for a repairer who actually does know one end of an amplifier from the other. I dont think
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you will be able to tackle a repair though, as the learning curve is steep and you need equipment
plus at least some experience inside audio gear to hope for a reasonable outcome. Believe it or not,
yellow pages directories are good at finding services and if you are in suburban UK, there will be at
least some within reach.Resources saved on this page MySQL 15.79% vBulletin Optimisation
provided by. In an abusive address of the H2 book, sites at ETH Zurich conserved that for interested
rank sets, badly proposed in most available and solar texts, the source between functional and
current researchers cannot share used. A guidance very, the science Walter Henneberger was if it
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improve.Knowledge of customer multibiometrics. H increasea CO2 Universe. Then welcome to Many
thousands were sold to satisfied customers over that time and an amazing number are still in use
today, some quarter of a century after the first A60 was produced.Its a very reliable and stable
amplifier and will stand a fair amount of careful tweaking without presenting any major problems.
When modified as described below, the A60 is a very good amplifier and bearing in mind that they
can be picked up so cheaply secondhand, they are a very costeffective way of getting audiophile
amplification at a rockbottom price.

Im not saying this is the best amplifier in the world but for the price it is very hard to beat. Theres
only one thing better than an A60 TWO of them.As you will see, adding a more powerful transformer
means using a separate housing. To their great credit, Arcam can still provide circuit diagrams and
advice on the A60. The circuit diagrams are particularly easy to follow for those with little
electronics experience and with each part identified on the main PCB, just about anyone should be
able to locate and replace the parts referred to in the modification instructions.If you require circuit
diagrams for modifying your A60, may I suggest that you request them direct from Arcam via the
Arcam web site. Remember to quote the serial number of your amplifier which you will find on the
rear panel.Also have a suitable container to put all the small parts in.However, there are no real
technical difficulties involved.I overcame this problem by cutting an aperture in the base plate of the
casing so that I had access to most parts of the PCB just by removing the cover plate over the
aperture.This will not fit in the slim case of the A60 so you will need to house it in a separate casing,
either purchased or fabricated. Carefully desolder the wires on the original transformer from the
plug which fits onto the PCB. Solder three extension wires onto the plug, twist them together and
put some heat shrink tubing over them. The wires should be long enough to reach the new
transformer but dont make them too long. An alternative is to use a shielded cable with three
conductors if you are worried about picking up RF signals on this umbilical. I use a simple threeway
terminal block to join the umbilical to the secondary leads of the new transformer. The new switch is
mounted in the transformer case. See diagram 1. Note that one leg of each component is soldered
together and the loose legs inserted in the terminal block so that this device is across the live and
neutral mains supply.

They will almost certainly be quite old and even standard replacements will make an improvement. I
have used DNM slitfoil types which are based on the BHC Aerovox capacitors. The BHC Aerovox is
also a good choice and considerably cheaper.You will obviously need a couple of new ties to attached
the new capacitors which are soldered to the stiff wires which protrude from the PCB.Bypass the
4.7s with 0.1 and 0.01 microfarad polypropylenes. Make sure that whichever type or brand you
choose has a high enough voltage rating. Also check that there is enough space to fit the bypass
capacitors. See diagram 2. I overcame this problem by routing a recess into the sleeve.These
capacitors could also be bypassed with a 0.01 microfarad polypropylene if you wish. Note that the
capacitor values and design of the power supply differ between models with serial numbers up to
13249 and those built afterwards. Note that the earlier designs used regulators built from discrete
components. Click HERE for circuit diagram. I have not actually done anything to the pre amp
section of my A60s as they are used only as power amplifiers with a separate pre amp. However, I
recommend the following modificationsArcam did bring out a revised model where they had
replaced some, but not all, of the carbon film resistors with metal film types. In the power amp
section I have used a mixture of metal film and carbon film and maybe thats a good compromise. I
was advised that it is not possible to bypass the tone and balance control section very easily so I will
not make that recommendation here. The capacitors could be replaced with polypropylene types and
the few resistors with Welwyn RC55 types as there are so few of them that cost is not an issue. Click
HERE for circuit diagram. I have used 220 microfarads but when soldered in place, I can no longer
get to the screws which secure the output transistors to the heat sink.



This isnt a problem as I can remove these capacitors by gaining access to them through the aperture
in the base of the case. As a guide, the ones which Arcam chose to replace in their revised design
areI used Welwyn RC55s which made a really noticeable improvement. A further improvement
would be to replace this resistor with an amplified diode which is explained below. I have been using
the amplifiers for over two years now with no problems. The A60 is a very stable amplifier and I feel
that it is safe to remove these fuses IF you are very careful making sure that you dont cause short
circuits on items like speaker cables.I use the Velleman modules built from kits.Cut the track which
goes from R68 to FS1. If you do this modification, be aware that you will need to put one of the
filters on the underside of the PCB. It is not that difficult to do this modification once you have
decided where to cut the tracks and insert the filters. I can confirm that the work is well worthwhile
with bass particularly showing a marked improvement. It involves replacing resistor R50 with an
amplified diode that greatly assists with thermal stablization that in turn improves the stability of the
quiescent current. The amplified diode consists of an NPN transistor and two resistors. A trimpot in
series with resistor R2 allows the amplified diode to be adjusted to set the quiescent current. I built
my amplified diodes using small pieces of stripboard, five strips by four holes about 12mm by 10mm.
With the resistors mounted vertically, their leadouts at either end of the stripboard are exactly
spaced so as to drop into the holes left when R50 is removed. The value of the input resistor R1 is
1K8, the trimpot use a multiturn is 500R and the end resistor is 470R. Any NPN transistor will do, I
used a BC547. There is space to fit one of these items in place of R50.

For the other channel, file the stripboard as close to the trimpot as you can and use something to
insulate the copper tracks from resistor R147. The trimpot should be installed so that it is at
maximum resistance when the screw adjuster is fully anticlockwise and then set to maximum
resitance. I connect the middle pin wiper to the output pin. Make sure that the transistor is inserted
correctly and check all joints and resistances prior to inserting the diode. I suggest that before you
insert the amplified diode, you measure the quiescent current on each channel and adjust it if
necessary so that it is set at 35ma, ie with a reading of 8mv across the output resistor R63. This is
because the amplified diode will be used to adjust the quiescent current and RV2 will actually just
set the standing current through the driver transistor. Now install an amplified diode in the left
channel. Switch on power and measure the voltage across R63. It should be no more than 1 or 2
millivolts. Very gradually, rotate the adjuster on the trim pot the one on the diode clockwise, and
watch the voltage across R63. When it rises to 6mv, stop adjusting and watch the voltage. It will
probably keep rising and if it goes much over 8mv, adjust the diode by turning the trim pot
anticlockwise by a small amount. Be patient and keep checking and adjusting the quiescent current
over a period of about 15 minutes. When you are happy that it has settled at around 35ma turn off
the amplifier and repeat the process with the amplified diode for the other channel. Run the
amplifiers for a couple of days and then with the power OFF, measure the resistance across the trim
pot and the end resistor. If you can get a fixed value VERY close to this resistance, you could replace
the trim pot and end resistor with a single resistor but be warned, even a small change in resitance
can affect the quiescent current quite a lot.

The first time that I put in fixed resistors I found that I could only get a maximum of 25ma quiescent
current. If you are planning on making more changes to the A60, it may be better to stick with the
adjustable versions until you have finished. Do remember, that with fixed value resistors, you will
not be able to adjust the quiescent current if you need to later. Believe me, this modification makes a
stunning improvement to the A60. Not surpprising as David White identified the R50 as the weak
spot in the A60. I thoroughly recommend this mod to all A60 owners which is not difficult if you take
the usual care in implementing it. Just one word of caution based on my own experience. Theres a
need to make these diodes as small as possible and on one of my diodes, I managed to get a short
across two adjacent tracks. Result blown output transistors. So do double and triple check that your
diodes are OK before you put them into the board and turn on the power. The advice which I have



been given regarding this modification is probably NOT to do it until you have finished doing all
other work on the amp. Once you have and it is working without problems, then you can remove the
circuit which comprises the following componentsOne component that should be replaced on most
amplifiers is the cheap trim pot trimmer that is used to control the quiescent current to the output
stage more so if it is very old. If you want to know the reasons for this, see the article on TNT Audio
by Dejan Veselinovic.If you want to do the same on your A60, here are the details.I ordered four as I
have two A60s.It cost under a couple of ponds but I didnt find it any easier than using a small
insulated screwdriver. You may want to try one though.Start by locating the pins of the trimmer RV2
on the underside of the PCB. Carefully desolder them being carefull not to drop solder on the board.
I found that the trimmers all came out quite easily.

Hold the trimmer upright in front of you with the adjusting screw on the right hand side. Using a
small pair of pliers, carefully bend the middle pin pin 2 towards you so that it is at right angles to the
other two.It is easier to hold the resistor than a short length of leadout wire on its own!If you have
done this properly, you will find that the new trimmer will fit neatly into position on the PCB.
BEFORE soldering the trimmer in, make sure that when you look at it from the front of the amplifier,
the adjustment screw is on the right side.Adjust the new cermet trimmer so that it reads the same.
Repeat the whole process for RV2 and you are ready to test.The original single turn trimmers are the
same as the tape return trimmers seen in the foreground of the above picture. You can also clearly
see the output resistors R63 and R163 which are used to measure the quiescent current. Dont adjust
anything at this stage but you should not have more than a couple of mv at this stage. Do the same
with R163. Wait for about ten minutes, checking the voltages across R63 and R163 every minute.
After ten minutes, the voltage should be about 8mv. If it isnt, adjust the trimmer accordingly. Now
wait another ten minutes and recheck. I found that the voltage does tend to drift a bit after adjusting
the trimmer and I made several more adjustments over the course of an hour. Eventually the
voltages remained stable around 8mv.Ideally it should be under 10mv but one of my outputs
measured 26mv which is OK. When you switch back on and listen to some music, you should be able
to hear a noticeable improvement in the sound quality. I suggest running the amplifier at the 8mv
setting for a few days to get used to the sound and then you could experiment with increasing the
quiescent current as suggested in the TNT article. At the present time, I have not experimented with
increasing the current but will report back here when I do. If you want to experiment, I suggest 2mv
increments.

Check the heatsink so see how hot it gets and do remember that when you adjust the trimmer, the
voltage and current tends to keeps rising for a time after you stop adjusting so be very careful. Dont
just increase the current and walk away and leave the amplifier. Keep checking the voltage across
the output resistors every minute or two. Better safe than sorry!So having replaced the trimmers, I
had to reinstall my active system which makes direct comparison with the sound prior to replacing
the trimmers rather pointless. Having said that, I can detect a definite improvement in the sound of
the system, cleaner with much better top end detail. However, I will have to get my fullrange system
back to fully appreciate the improvement made to the amplifiers Im missing that wonderful bass
already!I have not mentioned replacement of the transistors.To do this, switch on the amplifier and
let it stand for at least five minutes. With the speakers disconnected, measure the voltage across the
resistor R63. It should be about 8mv. If it is not, adjust preset RV2 until it is. Repeat the procedure
with R163 and RV102. Wait another five minutes and then recheck.Any company who provides
support for a product which they stopped producing over ten years previously should be considered
very seriously when you are buying hifi. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this
purchase is not recoverable.
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